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Abstract

In high performance computing field such as climate, biology, we often need to integrate resources across distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous systems to enable e-scientists to solve complex scientific problems in collaborative way. However, current resource (service) collaboration methods still suffer from either low efficiency for automatically building a composition plan because of the involved ontology reasoning and manual processing, or lacking of flexibility for resource’s sharing to support the execution of such composition plans. In this paper, we present a QSQL-based collaboration framework to support automatic service discovery, composition and execution. Our proposed method has the following two distinguished characteristics. First, for a given query, abstract composition plans can be automatically created basing on QSQL without much ontology reasoning. Secondly, concrete service instances can be dynamically bound to abstract service composition plans at runtime by considering multiple non-functional factors. Totally, our proposed method will not only facilitate e-scientists quickly create composition plans from a large scale of service repository; but also make resource’s sharing more flexible.

1. Introduction

In high performance computing field such as climate, biology, we often need to integrate resources across distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous systems to enable e-scientists to solve complex scientific problems in collaborative way. However, current resource (service) collaboration methods still suffer from either low efficiency for automatically building a composition plan because of the involved ontology reasoning and manual processing, or lacking of the flexibility for resource’s sharing on supporting the execution of such composition plans. For example, there exist many different research efforts aimed at automating service composition. Especially, semantic service compositions that take semantics of services into account to automatically solve the discovery and composition problem, have been an recent active research field [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, despite the merits and the importance of semantic information contained by services, some drawbacks existing in most semantic-based composition methods have prevented them moving forward. One drawback is the low efficiency brought by the direct reasoning algorithm. For instance, the paper[6] provided a hybrid match method based on the direct reasoning for OWLS [7] described services. The provided examples contain 582 services, 29 query requests, the average response time for each query is about 8 seconds when being simulated in the computer with 2.4G cpu, 1024M memory. Besides, involving a large number of manual processing can be regarded as another weakness. Finally, in high performance computing fields, service collaboration and sharing still face some other solid problems. For example, the traditional meteorological application programs are often bundled with special hardware resources or platform-dependent, which mean that these programs are only able to be executed in specialized grid nodes. As such, even if other grid nodes are free, the user-selected meteorological application service can only be responded and processed by those grid nodes where those special meteorological programs resided. As a result, grid resources cannot be shared and collaborated efficiently and flexibly.

For the above issues, in this paper, we present a QSQL-based collaboration framework to support automatic service composition and execution. With this framework, QSQL (Quick Service Query List) where the important reasoning relationships among ontology concepts and the published service information have been stored can make sure the quick query response during service discovery. Further, a QSQL- based
collaboration framework can facilitate e-scientists quickly and intelligently construct abstract service workflow. In addition, the detached technologies between grid service instance and abstract service

function description in this framework can also make grid resource and service sharing more flexible. Finally, the experiment demonstrates that our proposed method is not only feasible, but more efficient and applicable.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the principle for QSQL-based collaboration framework. Section 3 presents the simulation and evaluation. Section 4 discusses the related work. The final section presents the conclusion and future work.

2. QSQL-based Collaboration Framework

2.1. Framework Description

Figure 1 shows our proposed collaboration framework. With this framework, when service providers advertise their services, the produced wsdl documents will be recorded in a virtual service center. Especially, these wsdl documents will be departed into two parts. One part represents service functional description mainly including inputs/outputs and operations; and the other part represents concrete service instances which mainly includes non-function properties. Service functional description will be annotated by semantic information such as adding ontology concepts to their inputs/outputs parameters by semi-automatic methods[8] (as shown in the middle of Figure 1). Currently, many semantic tools and methods have been proposed to help annotate semantic information to services[5, 9, 10, 11] according to the semantic similarities[12, 13]. Further, these semantic-annotated services will be published to QSQL by service publication algorithm for forming a quick service index list. The upper right part of Figure 1 shows the dynamically built QSQL (we will discuss this in section 3). The upper left part of Figure 1 is the registration center of grid service instances. The main aim of this center is to make grid resource’s collaboration more flexible. First, in grid environments, when service providers advertise their services, these services will probably be deployed in many grid nodes. Thus, the same service can be executed in multiple grid nodes. Therefore, we need an efficient method to
decide which grid node will more suitably execute user’s requirement. For this aim, in our methods, we developed and designed grid service instance center which will offer important information for dynamically binding concrete service instances to abstract service model by the scheduling algorithm. The basic working procedures are as follows. First, all grid nodes, where concrete service implementations of some abstract service models in virtual service center have been deployed in advance, should be registered in this center. Second, the execution conditions of service instances such as precondition and effects should be simultaneously advertised to this center. Third, some non-functional properties of services such as cost, contracts should also be bounded to this center with corresponding service instances. Finally, the dynamic information of grid nodes including the state of CPU/MEMORY, running processes, job queue needs to be updated periodically. Normally, users care more about whether their needs can be quickly met rather than which grid nodes will response to their requests. Therefore, ideal grid systems should be transparent for users, and our collaboration approach is exactly an embodiment of such requirements. First of all, as shown in the right-hand bottom of Figure 1, e-scientists or users can quickly and intelligently find a single service or more abstract services as a combination to form an abstract service workflow by our provided service discovery algorithm or composition algorithm from QSQL. Second, the resource scheduling and service instance selection algorithm will dynamically determine which grid nodes to execute the corresponding service instances by judging the global information such as QoS information, user-demanded constraints and other information. The left bottom of Figure 1 shows the ideas. Consequently, our QSQL-based solution results in an effective sharing and collaboration of grid resources and services. In the following sections, we will give a detail about the building of abstract service workflow plans and their execution.

### 2.2. Summary of QSQL

In order to overcome the low discovery efficiency brought by the traditional semantic service discovery algorithm based on direct reasoning, we have proposed a QSQL-based service discovery method in [14]. In brief, QSQL is an efficient service index list which was built dynamically when services were published. In QSQL, the semantic relationships between ontology concepts and published service models can be recorded in the special designed data structures basing on graph storage theory. Such data structures mainly include two parts. One part is the domain of link which is mainly used to avoid repeat reasoning when service models to be published possibly have the same mapped ontology concepts from those previously published service models. Another part is the domain of data which is primarily used to record service information in corresponding INPUT/OUTPUT data vectors such as Exact_vector, Plugin_vector, Sib_vector, Grapar_vector, Grachd_vector according to their corresponding semantic relationships. Table 1 gives the formal definition of all INPUT/OUTPUT vectors in the domain of data of ontology concepts.

### 2.3. Creating Abstract Workflow Plan from QSQL

QSQL can facilitate e-scientists quickly and intelligently construct abstract service workflow. The procedure can be done either in static way or dynamic way.

**Static creation:** It takes place during design-time, and it is provided for skilled users. Skilled users usually have good knowledge about how to compose service process to finish a complex task. In our QSQL-based framework, skilled user only needs to query some necessary ontology concepts from QSQL. Then, based on these returned concepts, they can construct an inputs/outputs flow. Finally, QSQL discovery engine
will find concrete abstract service models recorded in QSQL to fill out or replace the corresponding inputs/outputs flow according to the before and after the input-output relations. During the whole process, QSQL discovery engine does not need to do any reasoning.

**Dynamic creation:** It is primarily provided for ordinary users. Usually, it is difficult for these users to build up workflow service composition by manual way like static creation. What they need to do is to give the requirement description. Semantic translator handler will extract the key information such as output, input and type. According to the information, the dynamic discovery model cooperated with QSQL discovery engine module can build up the abstract process flow from QSQL by employing a backward chaining composition algorithm with less much reasoning. Therefore, the design of dynamic composition is transparent to users.

### 2.4. Instance Selection for Executing Abstract Workflow Plan

When the generated abstract workflow plan is executed in grid environments, the same abstract service model can probably be executed in multiple grid nodes. Therefore, we need an efficient scheduling algorithm to decide which grid node will be more suitable for executing such abstract service model. For this aim, in our methods, we developed and designed grid service instance center which will offer important information for the execution of concrete service instances by schedule algorithm. According to the afore-mentioned description in QSQL-based collaboration framework, for each service instance, the related information such as QoS information should be registered into the center. Generally, such registration information can be achieved from the following sources: service providers, user’s feedback and active grid execution monitoring. Service providers may advertise their partial QoS information such as cost, security. The client side can provide user’s feedback about their using experience of services such as reputation, response time. Active grid execution monitoring cooperates with grid component, which not only can detect the states of grid node in which the services deploy such as cpu_capacity, memory_capacity, availability, the number of running processes, but can also monitor the states of network such as connection bandwidth and network traffic factors. Our collaboration framework provides both the capturing and the updating mechanisms for QoS information.

In our information registration model, the registered information is divided into two categories, namely obtained information and computed information. Obtained registered information such as cpu_capcity, memory_capcity, scalability, availability, cost, network_bandwith, number_of_processes generally can be captured directly from grid nodes where service instances have deployed previously or from the provider side, or from the network which services depend on. Obtained QoS information needs to be updated whenever they change. Computed registration information is the information which needs to be computed based on the obtained basic registration information.

### 3. Simulation and Evaluation

Presently, we have built a meteorological grid prototype(http://grid.cma.gov.cn:8080/gridsphere/cmag), which are running across several province in china.

Based on this prototype, we have finished some simulation experiments to prove the performance brought by our collaboration framework. Considering the current lack of meteorological application services, the experiment produced 3000 abstract service models for testing by using the concepts of the six selected ontology domains[15] as the inputs and outputs of all service collections. In addition, we also produced 30 queries for each domain. In our experiment, we mainly finished the comparison and analysis of the performance between QSQL-based collaboration method and the traditional collaboration method based on direct reasoning during service composition.

During discovery of service composition, we produced 180 queries. For each query and each discovery method (QSQL, the traditional direct reasoning, keyword), the response time and the corresponding discovery results have been recorded.

#### Table 2. Average response time for each query

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discovery Methods</th>
<th>Average Response Time for Each Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QSQL-based Collaboration</td>
<td>258(ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Reasoning Collaboration</td>
<td>9014(ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword-based Collaboration</td>
<td>273(ms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the average response time by using different discovery methods for 180 queries. As we see, the response time (258ms) by using QSQL-based collaboration method is the lowest. By comparison, the response time (9104ms) by using the traditional direct reasoning collaboration method is the highest. Because the large number of ontology reasoning was processed at service publication stage, the discovery algorithm in QSQL had a quick response to any query request.
without any reasoning. Therefore, the response time by using QSQL-based collaboration method is similar to the time by the keyword-based collaboration method. Contrarily, the traditional direct reasoning collaboration method including a great deal of ontology reasoning during discovery period had a long response to process any query request, and the corresponding average response time is even 34 times more than the response time for QSQL-based collaboration method. Accordingly, the collaboration efficiency basing on QSQL has been improved greatly. Figure 2 shows the response time’s distribution when the direct reasoning collaboration discovery algorithm continuously processed 20 queries.

![Figure 2. Response time of 20 query requests continuously processed by direct reasoning-based collaboration method](image)

As shown in figure 2, when the direct reasoning collaboration algorithm continuously processed the queries, the response time appeared the increase. This is because when the discovery algorithm continuously processed the queries, the involved large number of ontology reasoning produced more instances, which means they needed more free memory space. However, the RAM memory was limited in our running environment, so the garbage collection engine in JVM had to work to release more memory which cause to more latency.

4. Related Work

Over the last several years there has been substantial progress in building grid applications by composing them from predefined components and web services. The myGrid project is one of Semantic Grid projects and aims to provide a problem-solving workbench for biologists. Taverna is part of the myGrid project[16], focused on building middleware to support data intensive experiments in molecular biology. Taverna has more than a thousand services that can be used as components in workflows. Triana provides an elegant and well tested composition tool and a large toolbox of ready-to-use components[17].

For grid application, Triana uses a software layer, called the grid application prototype, to distribute subsystems of the workflow graph to remote grid resources for execution. Kepler takes is based on an actor oriented model that allows hierarchical modeling and dataflow semantics[18]. The Kepler tools support a well designed graphical composition interface that is very intuitive and easy to use. Chen et. al. [19]outline a knowledge-based framework which provides advice as the user constructs a workflow. The system allows the user to store workflows, hence facilitating reuse. Cardoso and Sheth [20] propose a framework which provides assistance to the user by recommending a service meeting the user’s needs. This is done by matching the user-specified Service Template (ST) with the Service Object (SO). Vikas et.al.[21] describe a two-step methodology for end to end composition of web services by semantically annotating web service components, their service creation environment can then be used to generate potential workflows for achieving the desired functionality reusing existing web services. Shalil et.al.[22] propose a dynamic and adaptive mechanism for automating the construction of experiment workflows. Verma, K et.al [23] implemented a scalable infrastructure of Web service registries for semantic publication and discovery of services. It is implemented as a P2P network of UDDI registries. The authors in [24] gave an analysis and comparison for the present service composition platforms.

By comparison, our proposed QSQL-based collaboration framework is a little different from the above mentioned methods. QSQL can make a large number of ontology reasoning processed at service publication stage. Thus we can make sure the quick query response and high recall and precision rate without much reasoning during service collaboration discovery. Further, a QSQL-based collaboration framework not only can facilitate e-scientists quickly and intelligently discover services, interact with them and compose scientific workflows, but also can make grid resource and service’s sharing more flexible. Therefore, our proposed method is not only feasible, but more efficient and applicable.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a new efficient QSQL-based collaboration framework to support automatic service discovery, composition and execution. Specially, with QSQL (Quick Service Query List), the large number of ontology reasoning is processed at service publication stage which enables
the quick query response in service discovery. Therefore, our proposed collaboration framework can not only offer the convenience for e-scientists to quickly and intelligently discover services, compose scientific workflows without much reasoning, but also enable grid resources and services to be shared more flexible. Our simulation experiment has demonstrated that our method's advantages over the traditional collaboration methods basing on direct reasoning.

In the future, we will focus on making the QSQL-based collaboration framework work in the prototype of Chinese Meteorological Application Grid.
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